The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe has more metazoan-like features than the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, yet it has similarly facile genetics. We present a large-scale verified binary protein-protein interactome network, "StressNet," based on high-throughput yeast two-hybrid screens of interacting proteins classified as part of stress response and signal transduction pathways in S. pombe. We performed systematic, cross-species interactome mapping using StressNet and a protein interactome network of orthologous proteins in S. cerevisiae. With cross-species comparative network studies, we detected a previously unidentified component (Snr1) of the S. pombe mitogen-activated protein kinase Sty1 pathway. Coimmunoprecipitation experiments showed that Snr1 interacted with Sty1 and that deletion of snr1 increased the sensitivity of S. pombe cells to stress. Comparison of StressNet with the interactome network of orthologous proteins in S. cerevisiae showed that most of the interactions among these stress response and signaling proteins are not conserved between species but are "rewired"; orthologous proteins have different binding partners in both species. In particular, transient interactions connecting proteins in different functional modules were more likely to be rewired than conserved. By directly testing interactions between proteins in one yeast species and their corresponding binding partners in the other yeast species with yeast two-hybrid assays, we found that about half of the interactions that are traditionally considered "conserved" form modified interaction interfaces that may potentially accommodate novel functions.
INTRODUCTION
A crucial step toward understanding the properties of cellular systems is to map networks of DNA-protein, RNA-protein, and protein-protein interactions, or the "interactome network," of an organism. Over the last decade, large-scale binary protein-protein interactome data sets have been produced for several eukaryotes-Saccharomyces cerevisiae (1-3), Drosophila melanogaster (4, 5) , Caenorhabditis elegans (6, 7), Arabidopsis thaliana (8) , and human (9, 10) , among which we produced a high-quality whole-proteome interactome network in S. cerevisiae using a highthroughput yeast two-hybrid (HT-Y2H) system (1) . However, because of large evolutionary distances among these species [the last common ancestor of fungi and human is over 1 billion years ago (11, 12) ] and extremely low coverage (most protein interactions are yet to be detected) of available interactome maps outside of S. cerevisiae, the overlap among these networks is sparse (13) . This makes it difficult to extract meaningful information about evolutionary relationships from these interactomes. Thus, to bridge this gap, it is essential to construct a high-coverage interactome network for an intermediate species. The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe has an easily manipulatable genome and is estimated to have diverged from the budding yeast S. cerevisiae about 400 million years ago (11, 12) . Furthermore, fission yeast is more similar to metazoans than is budding yeast, especially in its gene regulation by chromatin modification and RNA interference, mechanisms that are differently regulated and absent, respectively, in budding yeast (14) . A high-quality map of the proteinprotein interactome network of S. pombe will enable analysis of the biological properties of many complex pathways common in metazoan species but missing in S. cerevisiae (15) .
The two yeast species live in highly disparate ecological niches and have varied mechanisms of responding to external stimuli. Therefore, in this study, we focus on 658 S. pombe genes involved in key regulatory processes of stress response and cellular signaling. Because these pathways control how organisms sense and adapt to their immediate environments, they are likely to have diverged between the two species. Using our HT-Y2H pipeline (1), we obtained a binary interactome network among these 658 genes, which we named "StressNet." All interactions were verified with two orthogonal assays to ensure their quality. By comparing with their S. cerevisiae counterparts, we measured the conservation rate of these StressNet interactions between fission and budding yeast using 1 a Bayesian method. We found species-specific wiring of stress response and signaling pathways beyond what was expected by sequence orthology, indicating that rewiring of protein interactome networks in related species is likely to be a major factor for divergence. We also identified a previously unknown component Snr1 of the Sty1 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway and experimentally validated that Snr1 has gained functions, through rewiring of its interactions, compared to the orthologous protein in S. cerevisiae. Furthermore, to better understand the evolution of proteins and their interactions, we developed a large-scale cross-species interactome mapping approach to directly test interactions between S. pombe proteins and the S. cerevisiae orthologs of their partners. Such analysis is only possible with the availability of two well-controlled high-coverage interactome maps generated with the same technology. We found that, for many conserved interactions, both partners had coevolved to accommodate new interactions and functions, and their interaction interfaces can no longer be recognized by their S. cerevisiae counterparts.
RESULTS

Comparison of known interactions in S. cerevisiae and S. pombe
The number of known protein-protein interactions in S. pombe is disproportionately lower than in other model eukaryotic organisms and human. We estimated the number of all known interactions in S. cerevisiae and S. pombe by analyzing seven commonly used databases-BioGRID (16) , DIP (17) , IntAct (18) , iRefWeb (19) , MINT (20) , MIPS (21) , and VisANT (22) . We identified 110,443 interactions for budding yeast, but only 4038 for fission yeast, from these databases. Furthermore, only those interactions or interaction sets that have been validated by at least two independent assays are reliable and defined as "high quality" (23, 24) . On the basis of this criterion, 519 fission yeast interactions are of high quality, as opposed to 25,335 highquality interactions known in budding yeast. Of these, only 160 S. pombe interactions are binary (a direct biophysical interaction between the two proteins), as opposed to 11,936 in S. cerevisiae. These numbers (table S1) indicate the extent to which the fission yeast interactions are underexplored and necessitate the systematic mapping of its interactome network.
StressNet: A large-scale high-quality protein interactome network for stress response and cellular signaling in S. pombe
The subset of 658 genes for this study was selected using Gene Ontology (GO) (25) "Biological Process" (BP) functional annotations for fission yeast (Fig. 1A and  table S2 ). To generate a high-quality, highcoverage stress response interactome map for S. pombe, we screened all possible protein pairs (>430,000) in this space three times using a high-quality HT-Y2H system, as we had done for S. cerevisiae (1). The resulting protein interactome network, StressNet (Fig. 1B) , comprises 235 high-quality binary interactions among 200 proteins (table S3) . Of these, 218 interactions were previously unknown. To validate our experimental pipeline and the quality of StressNet from the 160 high-quality binary interactions, we selected a set of 54 welldocumented protein interactions from the literature ["positive reference set" (PRS); table S4] and 43 random protein pairs that have never been reported or predicted to interact ["random reference set" (RRS); table S5]. Twenty PRS interactions were successfully confirmed in our pipeline, whereas none of the RRS pairs were detected as positives (Fig. 1C) . Therefore, the sensitivity [fraction of detected true positives among all possible true positives (1)] of our Y2H assay is 37.0%.
To directly measure the quality of our Y2H-identified interactions (1, 26), we retested all 235 interactions detected in our HT-Y2H screen by two orthogonal assays: the protein complementation assay (PCA) (27) and the well-based nucleic acid programmable protein array (wNAPPA) (28) , producing a fully verified large-scale interactome map. The confirmation rates of our interactions with both orthogonal assays were similar to those of the PRS, further validating the high quality of StressNet (1, 26) (Fig.  1C) . Using the results of the validating assays, we calculated the precision of StressNet as 95.3 ± 4.7% (Eqs. 8 and 9).
To assign a confidence score to each interaction in StressNet, we implemented a random forest algorithm to integrate results from the three orthogonal assays (figs. S1 and S2 and Materials and Methods). Every detected interaction had a confidence score of >0.76 (table S3) . This value represents a normalized probability on a scale of 0 to 1 and indicated that all the interactions in StressNet were of high quality. Finally, to evaluate the topological properties of our network, we plotted the degree (number of interactions each protein has) distribution of StressNet (Fig. 1D and table  S6) . Protein interactomes are small-world scale-free networks (29, 30) , and our stress response interactome for S. pombe exhibited similar topological properties to other large-scale biological networks.
To assess the biological relevance of this network, we investigated the overall relationships between protein pairs using expression and genetic interaction profile similarities (14, 31) , subcellular colocalization (32) , and GO functional similarities (25) . We found significant enrichment of interactions in StressNet of protein pairs that colocalized or were functionally similar and that were encoded by coexpressed genes or genes that exhibited similar genetic interaction profiles [calculated using the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC)], relative to random expectation (Fig. 2, A to  D) . Furthermore, the enrichment of StressNet in all four categories was similar to that of high-quality literature-curated binary interactions. These results confirmed the high quality of StressNet and indicated that these interactions are likely to be functionally relevant.
Evolutionary relationships in StressNet
For biological networks, evolutionary relationships are commonly measured in terms of conservation and rewiring: If a pair of interacting proteins in one species has corresponding orthologs in another that also interact, then the interaction is considered to be conserved (an interolog); otherwise, the interaction is considered to be rewired (33) (34) (35) (Fig. 3A) . To understand key principles governing the evolution of protein-protein interactions, especially for those in stress response and signaling pathways, we compared the interactions in StressNet to their corresponding ortholog pairs in S. cerevisiae. We experimentally tested all corresponding S. cerevisiae protein pairs of the 235 interactions in StressNet and found that for 35 interactions, the corresponding budding yeast ortholog pairs were detected as interacting by our Y2H experiments. We developed a Bayesian framework to calculate the percentage of conserved interactions based on three parameters-the proportion of observed conserved interactions (35/235 = 14.9%) and the precision (95.3 ± 4.7%) and the sensitivity (37.0 ± 4.4%) of our Y2H assay (see Eqs. 12 and 13). Substituting appropriate values, the percentage of conserved interactions between S. pombe and S. cerevisiae is calculated as 36.3 ± 2.9% (Fig. 3B) .
Using an orthogonal approach, we supplemented S. cerevisiae interactions detected in our Y2H experiments with high-quality known S. cerevisiae interactions curated from the literature to obtain 55 more StressNet interactions for which the corresponding budding yeast orthologs were reported to interact in the literature (24) . There are 90 (35 + 55) conserved interactions in total (table S7), and the conservation is 38.3 ± 3.2%, consistent with the conservation calculated using the Bayesian framework (Fig.  3B) . Furthermore, this agreement shows that after combining our Y2H experimental results with high-quality literature-curated interactions, the number of known interactions in our search space in S. cerevisiae is nearly complete, because if there were still a large number of unidentified interactions, the observed proportion of conserved interactions based on literature-curated interactions would have been much lower.
Because it is always difficult to determine a negative interaction (1, 36) , to ensure the set of rewired interactions is of high quality, we used a stringent set of criteria to define them (table S7) as those StressNet interactions without corresponding S. cerevisiae ortholog pairs and those interactions whose corresponding S. cerevisiae ortholog pairs have other high-quality interactions but have never been reported as interacting in the literature or tested positive in our Y2H experiments, and these ortholog pairs are known to have different cellular localizations (37) .
Proteins encoded by essential genes, those when deleted cause lethality, tend to have more interacting partners (hubs) and also evolve more slowly than nonessential ones (38, 39) . We found that essential and nonessential genes (40) in our interactome were equally likely to be involved in conserved interactions (Fig. 3C) , contrary to previous studies (39) . Stress response and signal transduction pathways play a crucial role in the process of adaptation to distinct ecological environments. As measured by the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rates (dN/dS) (41, 42), we found that the essential genes in these pathways evolve at the same rate as the nonessential genes in the pathways evolve, although, on average, all essential genes in the genome evolve significantly slower ( fig. S3 ) than do nonessential genes. To ensure that this is not an artifact of the calculation method, we also calculated the dN/dS values for all essential and nonessential genes. Consistent with earlier findings (24), we observed that, overall, the essential genes had a significantly lower average dN/dS ( fig. S3 ). The average dN/dS for all stress response genes is not significantly different from that for the entire genome ( fig. S4 ). The dN/dS distributions for these two species are highly similar ( fig. S5 ). This finding is consistent with analyses that suggest that these species are at comparable evolutionary distances from S. pombe (21, 22) and confirm that there are no inherent biases in our dN/dS calculations. Thus, our findings suggest that essential genes in stress response and signal transduction pathways are under less negative selection such that their interactions are rewired for adaptive advantages through evolution.
To better understand the mechanisms underlying conservation and rewiring of interactions, we examined the relationship between sequence similarity of orthologous pairs and interaction conservation rates. Consistent with expectation (33) , interactions involving proteins with higher overall sequence similarity or identity were more likely to be conserved ( Fig. 3D and fig. S6 ). However, proteins interact through specific domains (43); therefore, we examined the role of sequence similarity of these interfaces in determining the conservation of corresponding interactions. Previous studies have established a homology modeling approach (44, 45) to locate interaction interfaces using cocrystal structures in the Protein Data Bank (46) and have found that analysis of these interfaces provides insights into their evolutionary rate (44) . The conservation of an interaction depends on the conservation of the interfaces involved (47) . Using a similar approach, we inferred interaction interfaces for proteins involved in 161 interactions in our network (Materials and Methods). We found no significant correlation between the similarity or identity of interaction interfaces and the conservation of the corresponding interactions ( Fig. 3E and fig. S6 ). Examination of the average dN/dS ratios for proteins with different numbers of rewired interactions showed that the selection pressure on the gene did not affect the degree to which the interactions of the corresponding protein were rewired (Fig. 3F ), further indicating that the rewiring of interactome networks and the divergence of related species are not completely dictated by evolution detected at the sequence level.
Functional profile of conserved and rewired interactions
To investigate whether gene pairs encoding proteins involved in conserved and rewired interactions are differently regulated at the transcriptional level, we measured global coexpression between these pairs using the PCC. Global coexpression means that the patterns of gene expression of both genes are the same ( fig. S7 ). Whereas conserved interactions had the highest fraction of coexpressed pairs, gene pairs encoding proteins involved in rewired interactions were also significantly more coexpressed than random in S. pombe (Fig. 4A ). We also calculated coexpression relationships for the corresponding budding yeast pairs. By definition, the conserved pairs also interact in budding yeast, but the rewired pairs do not. The enrichment in gene expression is consistent with this distinction: Gene pairs encoding proteins involved in conserved interactions were coexpressed, and genes encoding rewired pairs were not significantly more enriched than random expectation in S. cerevisiae (Fig. 4A ). PCC captures only global coexpression relationships but cannot capture local or transient coexpression that occurs only under certain conditions ( fig. S7 ). Furthermore, gene pairs encoding proteins involved in stable interactions tend to be globally coexpressed, whereas those in transient interactions are often only locally coexpressed without significant PCC values (48) . Stable and transient interactions both have important biological functions-the former constitute tightly connected modules, whereas the latter form key links between modules, especially in signal transduction pathways, and are more important than the stable ones or random interactions in maintaining the integrity of cellular networks (48) . To detect transient interactions, we used the local expression-correlation scores (LES) (48, 49) . Rewired interactions in fission yeast had significantly higher LES values (Fig. 4B ) than both conserved interactions and random expectation, suggesting that transient interactions are more likely to be rewired through evolution. Rewired pairs in budding yeast had lower LES values than random pairs (Fig. 4B) , indicating that gene regulation for these pairs is also rewired.
Next, we examined the GO functional similarities between interacting proteins involved in conserved and rewired interactions. Whereas conserved interactions had higher functional similarity than rewired interactions in fission and budding yeast, interacting protein pairs in both categories were significantly more functionally similar than random (Fig. 4C ). This is in agreement with previous findings that conserved interactions tend to be in modules with specific functions, whereas rewired interactions tend to be intermodular and have greater diversity in function (48) .
In our analysis of rewired interactions above, we focused on those that are present in fission yeast but lost in budding yeast. Because the S. pombe interactome is still considerably underexplored in the literature and the sensitivity of our Y2H assay is 37.0%, it is not yet possible to determine noninteracting pairs in S. pombe reliably. Therefore, although it is possible to define lost interactions in S. cerevisiae by combining literature-curated interactions with our Y2H-detected ones, the same cannot be done to define lost interactions in S. pombe. However, there are 1638 S. cerevisiae interactions where one protein has a corresponding S. pombe ortholog in the space of the 658 open reading frames (ORFs) that we explored and another protein has no S. pombe ortholog. Thus, there can be no corresponding S. pombe interactions, and these are rewired interactions in S. cerevisiae by definition. We found that these rewired interactions had significantly higher PCC, LES, and functional similarity compared to random (fig. S8 ). The trend is comparable to that of rewired interactions in S. pombe (Fig. 4) , further confirming the robustness of our results. We performed PCC and LES analysis of coexpression ( fig. S9 ) and functional similarity (fig. S10) of conserved and rewired interactions defined at different confidence levels and obtained similar results, indicating that the analysis is robust and reliable. 
Modes of rewiring uncovered by cross-species interactome mapping
To further understand the meaning of "conservation" of interactions and experimentally explore the molecular mechanisms through which interaction interfaces evolve, we performed a systematic cross-species interactome mapping by testing all conserved interactions between corresponding S. cerevisiae and S. pombe proteins. Using orthologous pairs of interacting proteins in the two yeast species, we examined whether a protein in one species interacted with the ortholog of its partner in the other (Fig. 5A ). Because we could detect the original interacting pairs from the same species with our Y2H experiments, we know that all four proteins are correctly expressed, folded, and amenable to detection by our Y2H approach, thereby avoiding technical false negatives. The traditional definition of conservation implies the notion of conserved interfaces across different species. However, there are many examples where proteins with conserved interactions form new interactions and carry out new functions that are not conserved. The interface of a conserved interaction in fission yeast is considered "intact" if the proteins involved could also interact with the corresponding orthologs of their partners in budding yeast; otherwise, the interface is considered "coevolved" (Fig. 5A ). We found that these conserved interactions equally likely result from an intact interface or coevolved interface that formed new interaction interfaces that were unrecognizable by their orthologous counterparts in the other species (Fig. 5B) . Earlier studies have suggested that interacting proteins may coevolve to maintain structural complementarity and binding specificity (50) (51) (52) . In this calculation, we used a lenient definition for an intact interface: We considered the interface intact if one or both of the cross-species interactions were positive, which provides a lower bound estimation of coevolution between interacting proteins.
Divergence of the Sty1 stress response pathway through interaction conservation and rewiring
In S. pombe, Sty1 is activated in response to various stresses, including oxidative and osmotic stress, starvation, and other conditions (53, 54) . Sty1 has orthologs in S. cerevisiae (Hog1, with 89% sequence similarity) and human (p38, with 69% sequence similarity). Both p38 and Sty1 respond to a wide range of stresses, and both are different from Hog1 in terms of function (55) . With our stress response interactome, we detected key interactions at every step of the MAPK signal transduction pathway and, therefore, completely recapitulated the entire Sty1 pathway ( fig. S11 ). This confirmed the sensitivity and accuracy of our HT-Y2H method, especially for discovering transient interactions in signaling pathways. Among all Sty1 interactions in StressNet, those with its activator (Wis1) and inhibitor (Pyp2) were both conserved between the two yeast species, and the Sty1-Wis1 interaction interface was intact. By contrast, the interaction between Sty1 and its known target in fission yeast, Atf1, represented a rewired interaction (Fig. 5C) . We also identified a previously unknown interactor of Sty1: SPBC2D10.09, a protein that we named Snr1 (Sty1-interacting stress response protein). To confirm this interaction in vivo, we performed coimmunoprecipitation of tagged proteins expressed in S. pombe ( Fig. 5D and table S8 ). The amount of Snr1 pulled down in the presence of Sty1 was greater than that pulled down in the absence of Sty1, indicating that the interaction with Sty1 stabilizes Snr1 (Fig. 5D) . The corresponding orthologous pair of Hog1 and Ehd3 in S. cerevisiae did not interact by Y2H (Fig. 5E ). Cells lacking snr1 (snr1D cells) grew slower under stress, similar to sty1D cells (Fig. 5F and fig. S12 ), whereas the growth of ehd3D cells was not compromised. These results suggested that Snr1 is a component of the Sty1 pathway and that its functions diverged from its budding yeast counterpart. Moreover, snr1 also has a human ortholog, HIBCH, further investigation of which may expand our knowledge of the human p38 MAPK pathway.
DISCUSSION
We generated StressNet-a high-quality, high-coverage binary interactome for stress response and signal transduction pathways in the fission yeast S. pombe. All interactions were verified by three orthogonal assays and assigned probabilistic confidence scores. We performed comparative network analysis to study the evolution of protein interactomes between the fission and budding yeast species. Although 84% of StressNet interactions have corresponding orthologous pairs in S. cerevisiae, only about 40% of these interactions are conserved, indicating considerable evolutionary changes beyond simple sequence orthology. Thus, the interolog concept should be used with caution to infer interactions across species, especially if the two are not closely related. Furthermore, our results suggest that rewiring of protein interactome networks in related species is likely a major factor for divergence. Surprisingly, we found no significant correlation between the similarity of interaction interfaces and the conservation of corresponding interactions. This demonstrates that conservation of interactions is more complex than previously expected-domains that are not part of the interaction interface also play some indirect role in making the interaction possible. Even if the interface is conserved, the corresponding interaction could still be rewired because of steric hindrance due to altered overall structure or loss of nearby structural scaffolds that make the interaction thermodynamically favorable (56) . We also experimentally explored the evolution of interaction interfaces, and our analysis indicated that interactions traditionally considered "conserved" are equally likely to have intact interfaces as to have coevolved ones that are different from their orthologous counterparts. These results suggest a molecular mechanism by which the interactome network is rewired through evolution: Many proteins have coevolved with their partners to form modified interfaces that can, therefore, accommodate new interactions and functions. Our results indicated that conserved interactions tended to be stable, and rewired ones were more likely to be transient. Therefore, our finding provides a molecular-level mechanistic explanation for previous studies showing that genetic cross talk between functional modules can differ substantially (14, 57, 58) . However, our results also suggest that, overall, proteins tend not to rewire all of their interactions; thus, even if they acquire novel interactions, they still generally conserve at least some of the original functions.
Our results indicate that substantial evolutionary changes, both rewiring and coevolution, of stress response pathways could be a major mechanism by which different organisms adapt to diverse living environments.
Conservation of interactions in other pathways might be different from what we observed here. Therefore, similar cross-species interactome mapping and comparative network analyses of more pathways and species will provide a more comprehensive understanding of underlying principles that help shape distinct characteristics of individual organisms through evolution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Selection of genes for the study
This study focused on stress response and signal transduction proteins (based on GO Biological Process annotations) and their known interactors in S. pombe. We also included S. pombe orthologs of S. cerevisiae proteins that are known to interact with orthologs of fission yeast stress response and signal transduction proteins. While selecting the 658 ORFs (table S2), we also ensured that a set of PRS interactions in S. pombe could be constructed with genes from our space, a limiting criterion because there are only 160 binary high-quality S. pombe interactions reported in the literature.
Yeast two-hybrid
Y2H experiments were carried out as described (59) . Briefly, 658 S. pombe ORFs in Gateway entry vectors were transferred into AD and DB vectors using Gateway LR reactions. After bacterial transformation, plasmids of all AD-Y and DB-X clones were transformed into Y2H strains MATa Y8800 and MATa Y8930 (genotype: leu2-3, 112 trp1-901 his3D200 ura3-52 gal4D gal80D GAL2-ADE2 LYS2::GAL1-HIS3 met2::GAL7-lacZ cyh2 R ), respectively. The MATa Y8800 strain was obtained from the MATa Y550 strain after mutating CYH2 to introduce cycloheximide (CHX) resistance. MATa Y8930 was generated by crossing MATa Y8800 with MATa Y1541 (3), followed by sporulation and identification of the MATa CHX-resistant yeast strain by tetrad analysis. After AD-Yand DB-X were transformed into Y8800 and Y8930, respectively, autoactivators were screened by spotting onto synthetic complete medium (SC) lacking histidine and tryptophan (AD-Y) or histidine and leucine (DB-X). These autoactivators were excluded from all further screenings. Each unique DB-X was mated with pools of~188 unique AD-Y by co-spotting onto yeast extract peptone dextrose (YEPD) plates. Diploids were selected by replica plating onto SC plates without leucine and tryptophan (SC−Leu−Trp). To select for positive interactions, we performed Y2H screening by replica plating the diploids onto SC plates with 1 mM 3-amino-1,2,4-triazole (3-AT) and without leucine, tryptophan, and histidine (SC−Leu−Trp−His+3-AT). SC−Leu−Trp−His plates were used for the HT-Y2H screen in S. cerevisiae (1). We used 1 mM 3-AT because this concentration greatly reduces background and improves the quality of the screens (8, 59, 60) . Newly occurring autoactivators were determined by concurrently replica plating the diploids onto SC medium with CHX and 1 mM 3-AT and lacking leucine and histidine (SC−Leu−His+3-AT+CHX). Screening for these autoactivators relies on CHX to select for cells that do not have the AD plasmid because of plasmid shuffling. Thus, growth on the latter plate identifies spontaneous autoactivators; these were removed from further analyses. All plates were replica cleaned the following day and scored after three additional days. The space was screened three times.
Y2H positives were grown 2 to 3 days at 30°C and then spotted onto four plates for secondary phenotype confirmation (phenotyping II) (SC−Leu−Trp−His+3-AT; SC−Leu−His+3-AT+CHX; SC−Leu−Trp−adenine; SC−Leu−adenine+CHX). Colonies that either grew on SC−Leu−Trp−His+3-AT but not on SC−Leu−His+3-AT+CHX or grew on SC−Leu−Trp−adenine but not on SC−Leu−adenine+CHX were identified as positives.
For colonies that scored positive in phenotyping II, the identities of DB-X and AD-Y were determined by the Stitch-seq approach (59) using Illumina sequencing. All identified interacting pairs were retested by pairwise Y2H.
Construction of PRS and RRS
The PRS and RRS are representatives of true-positive interactions and negative pairs, respectively, and we used the PRS and the RRS to optimize the assay performance, and they may be interpreted as positive and negative controls. The PRS comprises a set of 54 protein interactions from the literature, each of which is supported by at least two independent assays from two different publications (table S4) . RRS pairs were generated from a random selection out of all possible protein pairs within our search space for which no interaction has yet been detected by any method (table S5) . Because fission yeast interactions are underexplored, we also required that their corresponding budding yeast ortholog pairs have never been reported to interact.
Another way to construct the RRS is to consider protein pairs with different cellular localizations because these are unlikely to interact. Thirty-one of the 43 RRS pairs are indeed localized in different cell compartments. Using the whole RRS (Fig. 1C) , we estimated the false-positive rates for Y2H, PCA, and wNAPPA to be 0/43, 2/43 (4.7 ± 3.2%), and 2/43 (4.7 ± 3.2%), respectively. If we only use the 31 RRS pairs localized in different cell compartments (named "RRS_DiffLocal"), the false-positive rates for the three assays are 0/31, 2/31 (6.5 ± 4.4%), and 1/31 (3.2 ± 3.2%). Therefore, the false-positive rates for all three assays used in our experiments do not change whether we use the complete RRS or RRS_DiffLocal.
With these controls, we found that 20 of the 54 PRS, and none of the RRS, were detected in our screen. We calculated the sensitivity of our assay as 20/54 (37.0 ± 4.4%).
Protein complementation assay
S. pombe ORFs available in Gateway entry vectors were transferred by Gateway LR reactions into vectors encoding the two fragments of YFP (Venus variant) fused to the N terminus of the tested proteins. Baits were fused to the F1 fragment (amino acids 1 to 158 of YFP), and preys were fused to the F2 fragment (amino acids 159 to 239 of YFP). After bacterial transformation, plasmid DNA was prepared on a Tecan Freedom Evo biorobot, and DNA concentrations were determined by the absorbance at 260 nm (A 260 ) with a Tecan M1000 in a 96-well format. A 50-ng aliquot of each vector encoding the two proteins was used for transfection into human embryonic kidney 293T cells in 96-well plates, using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) reagent according to the instructions of the manufacturer. At about 48 hours after transfection, cells were processed with a Tecan M1000. A pair is considered interacting if the YFP fluorescence intensity was ≥2-fold higher over background.
Well-based nucleic acid programmable protein array
ORFs encoding the interacting proteins were cloned into Gatewaycompatible pCITE-HA (hemagglutinin) and pCITE-GST (glutathione S-transferase) vectors by LR reactions. After bacterial transformation, growth, DNA minipreps, and determination of DNA concentration,~0.5 µg of each plasmid was added to Promega TnT coupled transcriptiontranslation mix (catalog no. L4610) and incubated for 90 min at 30°C to express proteins. During this time, anti-GST antibody-coated 96-well plates (Amersham 96-well GST detection module, catalog no. 27-4592-01) were blocked at room temperature with phosphate-buffered saline containing 5% dry milk powder. After protein expression, the expression mix was diluted in 100 µl of blocking solution and added to the emptied preblocked 96-well plates. Expression mix was incubated in the 96-well plates for 2 hours at 15°C with agitation to allow for protein capture. After capture, plates were washed three times and developed by incubation with primary and secondary antibodies. Signal was visualized by chemiluminescence (Amersham ECL reagents, catalog no. RPN2106) with a Tecan M1000 plate reader. Wells with ≥3-fold higher intensity over background in either configuration were considered positives.
Measuring the precision of our assay
The precision of the Y2H assay was calculated using PCA and wNAPPA as orthogonal validation assays. Using Bayes' rule, we can build relationships between the true-and false-positive rates of Y2H and observed positive interactions by a validating assay as follows:
where A+ corresponds to observing a positive interaction using the validating assay, Y+ corresponds to observing a positive interaction using Y2H, and T+ (T−) corresponds to an interaction being a real positive (negative) interaction. The precision of the Y2H is the term Pr(T+|Y+) [which is also equal to 1 − Pr(T−|Y+)]. Assuming conditional independence between the validating assay and Y2H on the basis of previously defined reasons (1), we can write PrðAþjYþÞ ¼ PrðAþjTþÞ Â PrðTþjYþÞ þ PrðAþjT−Þ Â
PrðT−jYþÞ ð2Þ
Solving for the precision of the Y2H assay yields
Pr(A+|T+) and Pr(A+|T−) were measured in the PRS and RRS experiments. So, for our Y2H assay, we can write precision as
where F StressNet is the fraction positive by an assay for StressNet, which is the best estimator for Pr(A+|Y+). F PRS is the fraction positive by the assay for the PRS, which is an estimator for Pr(A+|T+). F RRS is the fraction positive by the assay for the RRS, which is an estimator for Pr(A+|T−). The standard errors of F StressNet , F PRS , and F RRS are calculated using the standard error for binomial distributions:
where F is the fraction positive by the assay (F StressNet , F PRS , or F RRS ) and N is the total number of pairs tested. To estimate the standard error for the precision, we used the standard delta method:
where X = f(A, B, C, …). A, B, C, … are independent random variables. Here, the standard error of the precision is calculated as: We have two validating assays, and we can incorporate the precision rates from these assays by calculating the average precision:
The standard error for the average precision is calculated by the delta method as
Using this framework, we estimate the precision of our Y2H assay to be 95.3 ± 4.7%.
Calculating confidence scores for interactions
Using the random forest algorithm (61), we integrated the results from Y2H, PCA, and wNAPPA and calculated the confidence scores for interactions. Random forest is an ensemble classifier that constructs multiple decision trees by stochastic discrimination (62) and predicts a final class on the basis of a weighted combination of the output class of each decision tree. It is considered to be a robust and accurate classifier for noisy data sets (61) . We evaluated the performance of our classifier by fivefold crossvalidation on our reference set (union of PRS and RRS) and obtained moderately good performance (AUC = 0.64; fig. S2 ).
Determination of orthologs between S. pombe and S. cerevisiae
We used the list of orthologs provided by PomBase (63) . The genome of S. cerevisiae underwent a duplication event (64) . Thus, many S. pombe genes have two corresponding S. cerevisiae orthologous genes. Moreover, in a number of cases, the same S. cerevisiae gene has multiple S. pombe orthologs. Thus, the mapping considered for the study was "many-to-many."
Estimation of the conservation of interactions
To estimate the conservation of protein-protein interactions between S. pombe and S. cerevisiae, we used a Bayesian framework that incorporates the precision and sensitivity of our Y2H assay:
where Pr(Cons+) corresponds to the conservation of protein-protein interactions between S. cerevisiae and S. pombe. The best estimator for Pr(Det) (the probability of detecting a S. cerevisiae interaction among proteins pairs that are orthologous to an interacting protein pair in StressNet) is F det , the fraction of the 235 StressNet interactions in S. pombe with corresponding Y2H-detected interactions in S. cerevisiae (35/235). Pr(Det|Cons+) and Pr(Det|Cons−) are estimated by F PRS and F RRS , the fractions of PRS and RRS interactions detected by our Y2H assay (20/54 and 0/43, respectively). By definition,
We can simplify the earlier equation to obtain an expression for Pr(Cons+):
To estimate the error for the conservation percentage, we used the standard delta method as described earlier. The standard deviation of Cons+ is given by
Using the Y2H data, we calculated a conservation of 36.3 ± 2.9% interactions.
Another approach for measuring the conservation is to calculate fraction of S. cerevisiae interactions conserved in S. pombe. We mapped all S. pombe proteins in our space to their corresponding S. cerevisiae orthologs. We calculated the number of interactions in this S. cerevisiae space detected by our Y2H assay. We then mapped all the observed S. cerevisiae interactions to their corresponding S. pombe ortholog pairs and calculated the number of pairs detected as interacting in StressNet. We found that for 48/386 (12.4%) S. cerevisiae interactions, the corresponding S. pombe ortholog pairs also interact. Using the Bayesian framework described above, we calculated the conservation between S. pombe and S. cerevisiae interactions as 34.7 ± 2.0%, which was statistically the same (P = 0.708 using a cumulative binomial test) as the conservation calculated using the Y2H results (36.3 ± 2.9%).
Interaction conservation and confidence scores
After supplementing our Y2H experiments with high-quality interactions from the literature, we find that 90/235 (38.3%) interactions are conserved in StressNet. The statistical error associated with this measurement is related to the sample size and is calculated as the standard error [standard error = standard deviation/square root (N), where N is the number of samples]. The standard deviation is calculated on the basis of the underlying probability distribution. The conservation percentage is obtained by a simple division (90/235 = 38.3%), and the underlying probability distribution is binomial (because each interaction can either be conserved or not, it corresponds to a Bernoulli event, the ensemble of which is modeled by a binomial distribution). The standard error is calculated using the appropriate formula for a binomial distribution: square root [ p × (1 − p)/N ] = 3.2%, where p is the fraction of interactions that are conserved (90/235) and N is sample size (235).
To test whether interactions with higher confidence scores were more likely to be conserved, we divided all StressNet interactions into two groups. The first group comprises interactions with confidence scores in the lower two quartiles, and the second group comprises interactions with confidence scores in the upper two quartiles. We then compared the conservation for these two groups. We find that there is no significant difference (P = 0.37 using a two-sided Fisher's exact test) in conservation rate between the two groups. This validates that the observed conservation rate is robust and not correlated with the confidence score associated with each interaction.
Evolutionary rates of genes and protein interactions
The evolutionary rate of genes is commonly measured in terms of the ratio of asynchronous nucleotide substitutions per asynchronous site to synchronous substitutions per synchronous site, or dN/dS. This quantifies the selective evolutionary pressure on certain protein-coding genes to diverge faster, as opposed to others that may almost remain unchanged across species (20) . To calculate the dN/dS values for all S. pombe genes, we used two sequenced species in the Schizosaccharomyces genus-S. cryophilus and S. octosporus (21, 22) . To determine orthology relationships, we used BLAST-x with default parameters (23) on all S. pombe genes. The top BLAST hit for each S. pombe gene against the indexed database of proteins for each of the two species was designated to be an ortholog, provided the E value of the hit was <0.05. Although the E-value cutoff is relatively high, it ensures that no potential pairs are missed. For pairs that have been incorrectly estimated to be orthologs, there is a correction step in downstream calculations that will return a dN/dS value of NaN (not a number) because of too high divergence. For all orthologous pairs, the Nei-Gojobori algorithm (20) , which uses the Jukes-Cantor substitution model, was used to calculate dN/dS values.
Conservation of interactions and sequence similarity
Sequence similarity between S. pombe ORFs and their S. cerevisiae orthologs was measured by performing pairwise sequence alignment between all known ortholog pairs using the Needle program in the EMBOSS suite (65) . It uses the Needleman-Wunsch alignment algorithm (66) to find the optimum alignment of two sequences along their entire length. The recommended default parameters-an affine gap penalty model (67) with an opening penalty of 10 and an extension penalty of 0.5 and the BLOSUM62 scoring matrix (68)-were used for the alignment. Because the lengths of orthologs may be dissimilar, we calculated the overall similarity percentage (OPS) with reference to the length of the S. pombe ORFs:
where N st is the total number of similar residues and L_Sp t is the total length of the S. pombe ORF. We then examined the relationship between the similarity percentage and the percentage of conserved interactions. Because the number of interactions varies considerably across different groups corresponding to different similarity percentages, we required each group to have at least five interactions. If any group had less than five interactions, it was merged with the next (higher) group. This ensured that our results were robust to outlier effects. We found that there was an increase in the degree of conservation with an increase in overall sequence similarity. To examine whether the primary cause of this trend is the similarity of conserved domains, we identified domains on ortholog pairs that interact (69, 70) . We defined the percentage similarity of interacting domains (PSID) as
where N si is the number of similar residues in interacting domains and L_Sp i is the sum of the lengths of the interacting domains in S. pombe. We also repeated our analysis using sequence identity instead of similarity ( fig. S6 ).
Inferring interaction interfaces from 3did and iPfam
Here, we used interacting domains identified by 3did (69) and iPfam (70) to define interaction interface. To verify the reliability of inferring these domain-domain interactions, we performed threefold cross-validation for 1456 interaction pairs that have cocrystal structures. Because there are few cocrystal structures for S. pombe, this approach allowed us to obtain a meaningful estimate of the quality of the domain-domain predictions in these two databases. We split the pairs into three subsets such that two subsets were used for training and the third one was the test set. For each interaction pair in the test data set, we scored a successful structural prediction when the predicted domain-domain interaction(s) had at least one cocrystal structure in support of it. We repeated the procedure thrice with each of the three subsets as the test set. Among the 1456 PPI pairs, more than 90% were correctly predicted with corresponding interacting domains, indicating that the predicted interaction interfaces used for our calculations were accurate (45) .
Robustness of differences between sets of conserved and rewired interactions
To assess the robustness of the differences between sets of conserved and rewired interactions, we constructed different sets of conserved and rewired interactions corresponding to different confidence levels.
We constructed two sets of conserved interactions at different confidence levels-Conserved_HQ and Conserved_All. Conserved_HQ comprises only those interactions with corresponding S. cerevisiae ortholog pairs that tested positive in our Y2H experiments or were confirmed by two or more independent orthogonal assays in the literature. Conserved_All comprises all interactions in Conserved_HQ and those S. cerevisiae ortholog pairs that have been reported as interacting in the literature by only one assay.
We constructed five sets of rewired interactions at different confidence levels-Rewired_ByDefn, Rewired_HQ, Rewired_LC, Rewired_All_ DiffLocal, and Rewired_All. Rewired_ByDefn comprises only those StressNet interactions for which at least one of the interacting proteins does not have a S. cerevisiae ortholog, and therefore, no corresponding interaction can exist in S. cerevisiae. Thus, these interactions are rewired by definition. Rewired_HQ comprises all interactions in Rewired_ByDefn and those interactions for which the corresponding S. cerevisiae ortholog pairs have other high-quality interactions but have never been reported as interacting in the literature or tested positive in our Y2H experiments, and these ortholog pairs are known to have different cellular localizations. Thus, these correspond to S. pombe interactions with corresponding budding yeast ortholog pairs that are, in principle, noninteracting because they have different cellular localizations (1, 71), and they participate in well-validated interactions with other proteins but have never been reported to interact in the literature. Rewired_LC comprises all interactions in Rewired_ByDefn and those interactions with corresponding ortholog pairs that have other high-quality interactions but have never been reported as interacting in the literature or tested positive in our Y2H experiments. Rewired_All_DiffLocal corresponds to all interactions in Rewired_ByDefn and those interactions with corresponding ortholog pairs that have different cellular localizations. Rewired_All comprises all interactions that are not in Conserved_All.
Construction of myc-sty1 and HA-snr1 expression clones S. pombe sty1 and snr1 genes were polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-amplified using the following primers: sty1-pNCH1472-Forward, sty1-pNCH1472-Reverse, snr1-pSGP73-Forward, and snr1-pSGP73-Reverse (table S8) . The sty1 PCR product was cloned into a pNCH1472-myc vector using the Not I and Sal I restriction sites. The snr1 PCR product was cloned into a pSGP73-HA vector using the Not I and Bgl II restriction sites. pNCH1472-myc-sty1 and pSGP73-HA-snr1 were single-or doubletransformed into S. pombe KGY553 [American Type Culture Collection (ATCC)]. Transformed yeast was selected on Edinburgh minimal medium (EMM)−Ura plates for pNCH1472-myc-sty1, EMM−Leu plates for pSGP73-HA-snr1, and EMM−Ura−Leu plates for double transformation.
Coimmunoprecipitation and Western blotting
Transformed yeast (KGY553) containing pNCH1472-myc-sty1 or pSGP73-HA-snr1 or both were cultured overnight in 10 ml of EMM selection medium. Yeast pellets were washed in 5 ml of cold TE buffer before protein extraction. To lyse the cells, we added 1 ml of lysis buffer [50 mM trisHCl (pH 7.5), 0.2% Tergitol, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, Complete Protease Inhibitor tablet] and 600 ml of glass beads to each tube and mixed them in a beater for two rounds of 10 min each. Protein extracts were centrifuged for 10 min at 13,200 rpm at 4°C in an Eppendorf 5415R centrifuge. Then, 500 ml of supernatant was immunoprecipitated overnight using 20 ml of EZview Red Anti-c-Myc Affinity Gel (Sigma-Aldrich, E6654) or EZview Red Anti-HA Affinity Gel (Sigma-Aldrich, E6779). The next morning, beads were washed three times with cold lysis buffer before being subjected to SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and Western blotting analysis. Primary antibodies used in our analysis were anti-c-Myc (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-789), anti-HA (Roche, 12CA5), and anti-g-tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich, T5192).
Construction of yeast deletion strains
The snr1D strain was obtained from the Bioneer Schizosaccharomyces pombe Genome-wide Deletion Library. The deletion strain was verified by PCR with primers SpEhd3_Up_Fwd and Sp_Dn_Rev spanning the 3′ end of snr1 and the region immediately downstream. Primers specific for KanMX4 (KanMX4-Fwd and KanMX4-Rev) were used to detect the deletion cassette. A PCR-based strategy was used to construct the sty1D strain. Briefly, in the first round of PCR, primers (PFA6a_Sty1_Fwd and PFA6a_Sty1_Rev) with 20-base pair (bp) homology to the regions upstream and downstream of sty1, respectively, were synthesized for PCR of the pFA6a-KanMX6 cassette. Primers with 20-bp homology to the pFA6a-KanMX6 were synthesized to PCR 290 bp upstream (Sty1-Del-Up_Fwd and Sty1Del-Up_Rev) and 290 bp downstream (Sty1Del-Dn_Fwd and Sty1Del-Dn_Rev) of sty1, not including the sty1 gene. The three PCR products were stitched together sequentially with a second round of PCR. Stitch PCR of the upstream region and pFA6a-KanMX6 and that of the downstream region and pFA6a-KanMX6 were carried out separately. In the third round of PCR, both upstream and downstream stitched PCR products were further stitched together to produce a final product of pFA6a-KanMX6 flanked on the 5′ and 3′ ends by 290 bp that are homologous to the upstream and downstream regions of chromosomal sty1 (Sty1Del-Up_Fwd and Sty1Del-Dn_Rev). The final PCR product was transformed into S. pombe 972 h-canonical wild-type (ATCC). Transformed yeast was selected on yeast extract sucrose (YES) medium plates containing G418 (150 mg/liter). Insertion of the pFA6a-KanMX6 cassette by homologous recombination at the sty1 locus was verified by PCR with primers to target the entire cassette (Sty1Del-Up_Fwd and Sty1-Del-Dn_Rev) and to target an sty1 internal region of 401 bp (Sty1_Fwd and Sty1_Rev). In addition, sty1 and snr1 deletion were performed in S. pombe KGY553 (ATCC) wild-type (h-his3-D1 leu1-32 ura4-D18 ade6-M216) background using a similar PCR strategy. The sequences of primers used for deletion and verification of strains in this study are listed in table S8.
Stress sensitivity assays S. cerevisiae was grown in YEPD, and S. pombe was grown in YES medium. All yeast strains were initially grown as a starter culture overnight at 30°C. From the starter culture, yeast cells were diluted in fresh medium to an initial A 600 of 0.2. The cultures were grown to mid-log phase (A 600 = 0.7). The S. cerevisiae and S. pombe strains were serially diluted fourfold in sterile water and spotted onto YEPD and YES plates, respectively, containing various stressors. Spotted plates were incubated at 30°C, and yeast growth was assessed after 3 days.
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